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DSynchronize Free [Win/Mac]

What is the scope of this product?
DSynchronize can help you to
synchronize, compare, mirror and
backup file systems and directories.
You may also use this program to
create custom tasks, which would
include a scheduled task or
pause/resume, or anything that you
can imagine. DSynchronize Main
Features Compatible with Windows
XP/Vista/7/8/10 Automatically detect
and run on Windows startup Run
from USB thumb drive Command line
support Recover deleted files Run
from USB thumb drive Copy newer
files only Create folder if it does not
exist Create a custom task on login
When the sync process is finished
When the process is
paused/resumed Automatically run
on Windows startup Display file
changes Create a folder if it does not
exist Custom task on login When the
sync process is finished When the
process is paused/resumed



Automatic online access Create a
custom task on login When the sync
process is finished When the process
is paused/resumed Shows all added
and deleted files Pause/Resume the
sync process Custom task on login
When the sync process is finished
When the process is
paused/resumed Report file changes
Pause/Resume the sync process
Create a custom task on login When
the sync process is finished When
the process is paused/resumed
Custom task on login When the sync
process is finished When the process
is paused/resumed Pause/Resume
the sync process Create a custom
task on login When the sync process
is finished When the process is
paused/resumed Custom task on
login When the sync process is
finished When the process is
paused/resumed Show a preview of
added/deleted files Pause/Resume
the sync process Create a custom
task on login When the sync process
is finished When the process is



paused/resumed Pause/Resume the
sync process Create a custom task
on login When the sync process is
finished When the process is
paused/resumed Create a custom
task on login When the sync process
is finished When the process is
paused/resumed

DSynchronize [Latest]

- A small, powerful, application for
Windows that has been specially
created to simplify creation of
macros that allows to quickly and
easily perform a variety of business
needs. - Macro editor, to create and
modify all types of macros -
Converter for files, and design and
print your own labels - You can even
change color with the use of a
custom palette - Basic integration
with a variety of applications such as
Microsoft Office, and Excel - Allows
you to create PDF files that can be



edited, formatted, printed, merged,
and signed - Macro converter for MS
Office and Excel, it can even be used
to read.docx and.xlsx files - Export to
HTML, RTF, and PDF - Support for
C#, VB, and Delphi - Support for
Microsoft Office.Net Framework 1.1,
2.0 and 3.0 - User-friendly and easy
to use - Basic editor, which allows
you to add text, pictures, and links
and format the text - Utility, which
allows you to easily view all the
elements contained in the document
- Good support for English, Spanish,
Portuguese, French, Italian and
German languages - Support for
Unicode - Loads and saves images
and styles - Simple and intuitive
interface - Compatible with other
programs, such as - FTP - Image
viewer - Performance and
functionality - Extremely useful for
project management, customer
management, sales management,
and much more - Allows you to
export all the contents to the
clipboard - Options are available in



many different categories - Most
common options are available, all of
them at a push of a button - All
necessary functions are done in one
easy-to-use interface - Search inside
all the options - Import/export files to
and from microsoft office - All types
of files, including Excel, Word,
PowerPoint, PDF, HTML and much
more - Supports the creation of a
basic, text-based macros, and also
supports macros in VB, C#, Delphi,
and C++ - Supports the export of
macros to and from Microsoft Office.
SENSIO Description: - Efficient
management system - Better
management of files and folders -
Allows you to create groups for
different functions - Great interface,
easy to use and understand - Allows
you to control the program from the
tray icon - Configurable interface, it
is the result of the user’s feedback -
Allows you 2edc1e01e8



DSynchronize For PC

It does not use any external program
like iTunes, BitTorrent Sync or any
other third-party synchronization
solution. It is a portable app, so you
can move it from one computer to
the other at any time. The program
can be started from the Start menu.
You can configure the process to run
in a reverse-chronological or
forward-chronological order, with or
without sound. DSynchronize can
schedule a job or start it manually,
so you have full control over the
process. The app is equipped with
several options to tweak.
DSynchronize is very user-friendly,
yet it’s feature-rich. It does not use
any external program like iTunes,
BitTorrent Sync or any other third-
party synchronization solution. It is a
portable app, so you can move it
from one computer to the other at
any time. The program can be
started from the Start menu. You can
configure the process to run in a



reverse-chronological or forward-
chronological order, with or without
sound. DSynchronize can schedule a
job or start it manually, so you have
full control over the process. The app
is equipped with several options to
tweak. DSynchronize is very user-
friendly, yet it’s feature-rich.
Limitations: It does not work on Mac
and Linux. It is not possible to
perform a bi-directional sync,
because this function is not included
in the program. It’s internal
timestamp service is only reliable in
Windows 8 and later. It requires at
least 4GB of RAM. It’s UI is not the
best thing in the world. It is not
possible to use it as a portable app
on Windows 10 or Windows 8.1. It is
not possible to perform a
synchronization job on the local
network. DSynchronize Pricing: The
license of the free version is valid for
1 month. The Pro version is
absolutely free. You are also allowed
to generate an unlimited number of
licenses. DSynchronize Versions:



System Requirements: All editions of
Windows 8 and later operating
system. At least 4GB of RAM.
Operating Systems: Microsoft
Windows File Transfer Protocol (FTP):
None Internet Relay Chat (IRC): None
Mailing List: None System
Requirements:
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What's New In DSynchronize?

DSynchronize is a software program
that was developed specifically to
aid people in synchronizing two
directories at scheduled intervals,
viewing logs and tweaking many
related parameters. The upper hand
of a portable app You are not
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required to go through the
installation process, as this product
is portable. As a result, the Windows
registry is not going to be affected in
any way, unless your previous
approval. Another important aspect
is that it is possible to run
DSynchronize on any computer you
come across, by simply moving the
program files to a USB thumb drive.
Select folders and tweak several
options First and foremost, you
should know that you are required to
input the source and destination
directories, regardless of their
number. Aside from that, you should
know it is possible to create multiple
inclusion or exclusion filters. It is
possible to set up this utility to only
copy newer files, perform a
bidirectional sync, create a folder if it
does not exist, play a sound when
done, save logs, use a preview mode
and exit when the process is
finalized. You can also make the app
shutdown the entire computer when
the sync job is complete, or eject the



USB key. Schedule processes and
start or stop them The synchronize
operation can be repeated
automatically at a specified time
interval, while you can also view all
deleted, replaced and added files in
the main window, in dedicated
panels. With the help of the
incorporated buttons, it is possible to
start, stop, pause and resume the
sync process with ease. No other
noteworthy options are enclosed.
Bottom line In conclusion,
DSynchronize is a simple, yet
efficient piece of software when it
comes to creating custom sync jobs.
The interface is well-organized and
intuitive, the response time is good
and the system’s performance is not
going to be affected at all. Our tests
did not reveal any kind of errors or
hangs. Basic syncing, including
folder and file copying, is possible
using DSynchronize, a handy
program that was developed
specifically for that purpose. This
freeware is designed to help you



synchronize multiple folders and files
on a schedule. The user interface is
friendly and easy to understand. It
can be set up to only include newer
files, in one direction or
bidirectionally. The sync process
itself can be paused, started,
stopped, resumed or cancelled at
any time. This application can create
an installer that will allow you to run
it on any Windows computer. A
simple interface and the installation
process are all that you need to start
using this great tool. You can use
DSynchronize to copy, delete, move
or rename files and folders. You can
also schedule processes and run
them at the specified times. The task
schedule can also be easily disabled.
You can easily select folders and
view their contents in a dedicated
panel. You can also view logs and
tweak



System Requirements For DSynchronize:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 / 8 / 7 /
Vista / XP Processor: 2.0 GHz
Memory: 2 GB Graphics: DirectX 9
graphics device with Shader Model
3.0 support DirectX: Version 9.0
Hard Drive: 3 GB available space
Network: Broadband Internet
connection Recommended: Memory:
4 GB Graphics: DirectX 11 graphics
device with Shader
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